Joe is here to help. Be it technical advice or where to source a specific product or service. Joe is an experienced StraTECHgist and will help you to plan the use of technology to achieve your conference or event goals. Test him!!

ASK JOE.
OUR RESIDENT STRATECHGIST

ENGAGE US
+27 860 100 416
www.conferencesystems.co.za
info@conferencesystems.co.za
Conference Systems provides traditional technical conferencing systems, in a non-traditional way. Our starting point is to understand our clients’ communication objectives and then to design the audio-visual systems around them.

Our StrateCHgists are passionate about technology but even more passionate about RELEVANT technology and are focused on creating attendee orientated solutions that facilitate the achievement of the event objectives. Access to an extensive inventory of world-class equipment and cutting edge technology, allows us to craft the most appropriate, relevant and effective technology infrastructure possible.